These mini sound posters were created to provide students with visual anchors for letter sounds, vowel teams/diphthongs, digraphs, blends, and word families. The sound posters are small enough (half sheet) to keep on a binder ring or display on the wall. These are perfect for a Focus Wall, too! When we use the sound posters in my classroom, I will often use them in flashcard style. My kids are prompted to quickly recall the sound as each poster is flashed before them. When we are studying specific sounds, I will display the matching anchor chart on our Focus Wall to ground our learning for that period of time.

143 mini sound anchor posters are included in this resource. 3 student linking charts are also provided (alphabet, blends/digraphs, and vowel teams/diphthongs).
Three linking chart templates are included in this resource and the pictures on each correspond with the visuals on the mini posters included. This is a great tool to have readily available at your teacher table and provide opportunities for quick, visual reinforcement.
143 sound posters are included in this resource and can be used in a variety of ways. Display close to your small group meeting area or on a focus wall. They would even be great placed on a large binder ring for quick access and review. Letters, vowel teams/diphthongs, blends, digraphs, and word families are included.
Thank you for downloading this preview. I hope you can use these activities in your classroom! The fonts, clipart, and frames in this product are from these talented graphic designers/artists. Thank you for sharing your talents with us!